
Comments on NSW Government information about koalas in the             

                                South-east of NSW  

 
 
In response to the following questions on notice from the Senate koala inquiry, 
Forests NSW provided information on koala records in the Eden region from their 
surveys and the NSW Wildlife Atlas.  
 

2. How many hectares of State Forests in the Eden region have been surveyed for 
koalas using the IFOA survey prescriptions, what has been the cost of these surveys 
and what have been the results? 
Answer: Targeted survey for koalas has been carried out in 164 compartments, 
having a total harvestable area of 7784 ha, in State forest in the Eden Region since the 
commencement of the Eden IFOA. This is estimated to have cost $140,000 and has 
yielded 5 koala detections. 
 
3. Do these results call into question the FNSW estimate of 1500 koalas in The Eden 
Region?  
 
Answer : No. 

 
7. What evidence do you have that koala populations are viable on the South Coast? 
 
Answer : Despite the clearing of its core habitat from the regions floodplains and 
adjacent foothills for agriculture, koalas have continued to occupy the remaining 
forested areas of SE NSW at similar low densities for at least the last 50 years (Reed 
et al 1990; Jurskis & Potter 1997; Lunney et al 1997; Lunney et al 2009 – references 
previously provided). Recent landscape scale surveys suggest that higher activity 
levels are strongly associated with historic disturbance events from logging and 
silvicultural treated wildfire regrowth (map attached). This, together with evidence of 
recruitment and higher levels of occupancy in less marginal contiguous habitat on the 
Southern and Monaro Tablelands, north of Bermagui and south near Mallacoota, 
suggests that there is no evidence to indicate the existing population of koala in SE 
NSW is unviable or declining. 

 
The average harvestable area of 47.5 hectares in the 164 compartments would seem a 
little deficient given the average compartment gross area is around 200 hectares.   
 
There are 107 koala records (Appendix 1) post the signing of the Eden Regional 
Forest Agreement (25 August, 1999), although six of these are repeated (same 
location, different date) bringing the more likely figure to 101 koala records.  
 
The following map provides the locations and dates of koala records outside of the 
Five Forests in that time.  As indicated there is one koala record on State Forest 
during (1999) in Glen Allen State Forest on the tablelands. This record is understood 
to have stemmed from the finding of a dead koala. Whether or not this finding 
resulted from a pre-logging survey or whether ‘koala prescriptions’ were implemented 
is not known 
 
Apart from one record in the South East Forest NP (2000) and another on Crown land 
around Numerella and the ‘tablelands koalas’ (2004) all of the rest are on Private land 
and dated 2004. 



 

 
 

 
The next map shows the ‘active” RGB-SAT plots and koala records from Bermagui 
through Murrah to Mumbulla SF. There are 11 post RFA records starting during 2003 
in Compartment 2176 of Mumbulla SF, currently scheduled for logging and near 
where the RGB-SAT surveys began. In 2004 there were another three records one in 
Compartment 2007 of Bermagui SF, currently not scheduled for logging and two on 



private land. Pre –logging surveys in Compartment 2057 yielded another record 
during 2005 and of the remaining six records from 2010 one is in Compartment 2177 
in Mumbulla SF and the other five in Compartment 2051 of Murrah SF.  The former 
is not scheduled for logging but the latter is. 

 
 
 

 
 



The next map focuses on Murrah SF showing RGB-SAT plot locations (yellow dots), 
active plots (blue squares) and Atlas records provided by FNSW including those 
either prior to the signing of the RFA or without a date (purple circles).  
 

 

 
The remaining unlogged area in Cpt 2035 resulted from a logger sighting a koala and 
the operation being stopped in 1995 however, the records are in the logged section of 
the compartment. Unlike other pre RFA koala records, all of which were moved onto 



a one kilometer grid at the start of the RFA, those without a date apparently were not.  
The records in the Atlas associated with the RGB-SAT surveys appear approximately 
220 meters to north-east of the actual plot locations.  
 
Although the names of the ‘observers’ in the Atlas data have been removed, FNSW 
has either found koalas at two, eight or more locations since 1999, because five is 
inconsistent with the records. The five records in Cpt 2051 are dated June 2010 and 
the Harvesting Plan for Cpt 2051 is dated 27 May 2010. The one RGB-SAT plot in 
Cpt 2051 is dated 1 June 2009. 
 
A request was made to the GIS division of the OE&H on 2 September 2011 for details 
of koala records in Eden although as of 9 September 2011 there had been no response.  
 
On the same day as the Senate inquiry released Forests NSW’s answers to questions 
on notice, the Narooma News published a press release from the Office of 
Environment and Heritage about the results of recent koala surveys undertaken in 
Kooraban NP. 
 

“ . . . Conditions for these animals in the park have undoubtedly improved 
over the past 10 years, most likely as a result of improved wild dog control 
and careful management of fire.  
Mr Allen said the survey results would be a great guide for focussing the 
management of fire in and around the identified koala areas and also reminded 
everyone of the importance and the fragility of this population.” (Narooma 
News 24 August)”1 

 
Consistent with the Management Plan for Kooraban National Park2, released in 
February 2011,these comments fail to take into account extensive canopy dieback, 
acknowledged as a threat to koalas from Dignams Creek to Wapengo by the NSW 
Scientific Committee.  
 
The one kilometer grid apparently failed to capture all koala activity in Murrah SF 
and there is reason to assume that a similar failure occurred in the Dignams Creek 
catchment. As a consequence, proposals to ‘manage fire’ on the basis of the survey 
outcomes are risky at best. 
 
At their worst the proposals to burn in and around koalas may be based on claims3 
that regular broad acre burning is what the Aboriginals did and extensive canopy 
dieback will reduced due to the loss of soil nutrients that results from fire. 
 
Further to the south in the Eden region and  on Mt Imlay4 the OE&H are attempting to 
replace declining stands of Eucalyptus Imlayensis by planting seedlings and it would 
appear that in both case an understanding of the underlying causes is not required. 
 

                                                
1 http://www.naroomanewsonline.com.au/news/local/news/general/important-but-fragile-koala-population-in-
gulaga-kooraban-parks/2268859.aspx?src=rss 
2 http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/resources/planmanagement/final/20110160KoorabanNPfinal.pdf 
3http://www.fiveforests.net/resources/79_FireNote_Eucalypt_forest_decline_in_the_absence_of_fire.pdf 
4 http://www.abc.net.au/news/2011-09-09/tree-rescue/2877830 



 

 

Tablelands koalas 

 

 Answers to questions on notice: Senate Standing Committee on Environment 

and Communications Environment and Communications References 

Committee The status, health and sustainability of Australia's koala 

population: Public hearing, May 2011, Canberra:  Department of 

Sustainability, Environment, Water, Population and Communities 

 
“  Most koalas in mainland Victoria are derived from translocated populations. 
Victoria’s koala population was severely depleted by the 1920s due to hunting, 
habitat destruction and disease. Koalas have been re-established over most of 
their original Victorian range by translocation from islands such as Phillip and 
French Islands to approximately 250 release sites. The Kangaroo Island, Eyre 
Peninsula and Mount Lofty Ranges populations in South Australia were also 
established through translocation of Victorian koalas. The population in the 
Narrandera Nature Reserve in New South Wales is unusual in that it has had 
koalas translocated from both Queensland and French Island in Victoria. 
Another small colony has been established in semi-natural conditions at 
Yanchep in Western Australia.”5 
 

 
According to the Manager Biodiversity Conservation Section Environmental 
Protection & Regulation - South Branch (pers. comm.: Michael Saxon, August 8, 
2011) ten years after concerns were raised about the possibility that koalas between 
Cooma and Canberra were translocated, “. . . Sydney Uni were still doing the complex 
prep necessary to do the analysis”. 
 
Logically, as these koalas are in the same Bioregion as the Strzelecki (sub-bioregion) 
koalas and theoretically within dispersal range of koalas at Dignams Creek, the 
genetic makeup of all three ‘populations’ should be similar. 
 

“ . . . The Numerella forest is part of the Tableland forest and woodlands 
vegetation that extends contiguously northwards throughout the Southern 
region. Because of clearing for agriculture the forest is not contiguous with 
Tableland and woodland vegetation that is directly to the south in the Eden 
region. To the west is the Monaro Plain where there is no eucalypt vegetation. 
There is almost a contiguous woodland and forest link to the east, through the 
Kybean range to the Wadbilliga Wilderness. The SFNSW/NPWS/Diashowa 
taped Koala calls program obtained two positive responses on the western side 
of this wilderness area (J. Shields pers. comm.). A further 20 km to the east is 
the Dignam’s Creek and Wandella areas where consistent Koala records 
suggest a further breeding association. The lower reaches of the Dignam’s Ck 
area is in the Wallaga Lake National Park where the same survey team that 
undertook the Numerella surveys recently located evidence of a breeding 
female Koala. This location is approximately 10 km from the breeding 
population in the Murrah/Bermagui Forests.  

                                                
5 https://senate.aph.gov.au/submissions/comittees/viewdocument.aspx?id=db52118b-7aa9-4ef3-93fb-739b439da608 



Young Koalas are known to disperse at least 50 km from their maternal home 
range (Phillips pers. comm.). The movements of dispersing young may link 
breeding associations in the above areas which, together with the interlinking 
forests and woodlands, may be therefore be sustaining the core of the surviving 
metapopulation in SENSW.  
The above suggests that the Numerella population, particularly if Koala 
numbers are higher than other in other areas, could be a key long-term resource 
for the conservation of the species in SENSW.

 6
 

 
Should the ‘Numerella population’ prove to be descendants of koalas that have passed 
through the ‘genetic bottleneck’, it may help explain why they eat tree bark, 
apparently to such a degree that some trees are effectively ring-barked. 
 
 
 
 
Robert Bertram 
 
9 September 2011 

 
 

  
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
6 DISTRIBUTION SURVEYS AND MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE KOALA (Phascolarctos cinerius) IN THE NUMERELLA AREA 

(April 1999) Project Manager Chris Allen Koorool Candelo NSW 2550 NPWS Liason Officer Rod Pietsch  Threatened Species Officer  NPWS Southern Zone 

NPWS Southern Zone  PO Box 2115 Queanbeyan NSW 2620  http://www.fiveforests.net/resources/NUMREP5.pdf 



 

 

Appendix 1 

 
DATE EAST NORTH YEAR 

20001101 743007 5901536 2000 

20030701 765062 5948302 2003 

20040701 233725 5951673 2004 

20040701 233944 5964195 2004 

20040701 707859 5944499 2004 

20040701 710880 5975081 2004 

20040701 714743 5973626 2004 

20040701 722156 5981496 2004 

20040701 722156 5981496 2004 

20040701 726758 5888469 2004 

20040701 735787 5909532 2004 

20040701 739539 5889833 2004 

20040701 739539 5889833 2004 

20040701 751171 5951950 2004 

20040701 767931 5965789 2004 

20050118 765460 5955800 2005 

20071012 765394 5947221 2007 

20071019 765143 5946980 2007 

20071022 767353 5948724 2007 

20071025 766849 5949208 2007 

20071025 767370 5949194 2007 

20071025 767428 5949401 2007 

20071025 767562 5949600 2007 

20071027 767860 5948218 2007 

20071027 768338 5948709 2007 

20071027 768354 5948221 2007 

20071029 763767 5947659 2007 

20071029 768366 5947715 2007 

20080305 765126 5947988 2008 

20080305 765616 5947969 2008 

20080317 233981 5963719 2008 

20080319 233409 5964700 2008 

20080325 234558 5961790 2008 

20080411 768835 5960103 2008 

20080423 231771 5959147 2008 

20080423 768829 5959530 2008 

20080423 768833 5959262 2008 

20080423 768841 5959112 2008 

20080430 231964 5948268 2008 

20080501 232441 5948275 2008 

20080507 231455 5959693 2008 

20080507 231744 5959634 2008 

20080507 233366 5959687 2008 

20080507 233386 5959758 2008 

20080508 233210 5959718 2008 

20080509 233654 5963940 2008 

20080509 234238 5963031 2008 

20080515 235176 5966364 2008 

20080522 768829 5965058 2008 



20080523 231375 5965558 2008 

20080528 233658 5960750 2008 

20080530 764398 5944771 2008 

20080611 763407 5943781 2008 

20080613 764531 5945145 2008 

20080627 762425 5943284 2008 

20080627 762910 5943289 2008 

20080814 233573 5963904 2008 

20080821 763658 5945015 2008 

20081013 763162 5946983 2008 

20081017 763686 5947495 2008 

20081017 764806 5947648 2008 

20081029 763648 5947005 2008 

20081031 762657 5948486 2008 

20081031 762910 5948218 2008 

20081031 763272 5948223 2008 

20081107 762411 5947731 2008 

20081107 762412 5948226 2008 

20081107 762983 5948724 2008 

20081107 763090 5948730 2008 

20081107 763405 5948719 2008 

20081121 763406 5949193 2008 

20081204 235292 5962104 2008 

20090218 765146 5947473 2009 

20090218 765380 5947733 2009 

20090305 763885 5945243 2009 

20090305 763913 5945751 2009 

20090305 766649 5947491 2009 

20090306 764391 5946752 2009 

20090306 764396 5945250 2009 

20090306 767835 5949176 2009 

20090313 764906 5949211 2009 

20090327 762909 5951193 2009 

20090408 765874 5957130 2009 

20090409 766872 5961080 2009 

20090422 763899 5951192 2009 

20090429 763402 5951196 2009 

20090430 763640 5950933 2009 

20090507 767871 5956144 2009 

20090508 231461 5956149 2009 

20090513 231786 5951218 2009 

20090514 766268 5949944 2009 

20090515 766894 5950170 2009 

20090515 767143 5949916 2009 

20090515 767854 5961089 2009 

20090522 231982 5949914 2009 

20090522 767122 5949942 2009 

20090529 765371 5957138 2009 

20090612 231945 5956163 2009 

20090612 768730 5955637 2009 

20090619 766116 5956870 2009 

20090619 768355 5956142 2009 

20100309 766649 5947491 2010 

20100610 763033 5956227 2010 



20100623 765150 5957673 2010 

20100624 763173 5956282 2010 

20100625 763359 5956638 2010 

20100625 763407 5956638 2010 

 
 
 


